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As the old year wanes, we often find ourselves looking back over

the past months and pondering the moments that made an

impression on us. Those moments are important because they

inspire and energise us - refuel us for the journey ahead.
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Sometimes those moments plant seeds of change.

 

For our small team at the Africa Geographic Cape Town office

those moments frequently arrive as photographs, sent to us from

all corners of the globe by people with one common denominator –

an unmitigated passion for Africa.

 

We get to live our lives vicariously through other people’s camera

lenses, and we love it. Each day we get to trawl through an

amazing array of images from talented and lucky people that are

out there somewhere on this vast continent, documenting their

fascinating encounters and daily dramas.

 

And so, for this last online magazine issue of the year each of our

team has chosen one photograph from the last year of issues that

made an impression on them. The brief was very simple: Choose

one photograph and explain why you singled that one photograph

out from hundreds of others.

 

This then is a very personal magazine issue, and the varied

reasoning behind each choice reflects the diversity of our team. We

hope that you enjoy this tiny window into our lives.

 

Keep the passion.

The Africa Geographic team

Cape Town
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Bathtime illusion between Calitzdorp and Oudtshoorn ©Christian Boix

Maryanne Pierce - admin assistant

"I love this photo from the issue Funny Africa, because the ostrich

looks to be just sitting there, pondering in the wild, in a bathtub.

Perhaps he is interested in a hot stone spa treatment, which is a

well known stress reliever."
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A giraffe ambles across the riverbed in Hluhluwe-Imfolozi Game Reserve ©Scott Ramsay

Simon Espley - CEO

"Africa’s ancient landscapes blow me away - from the mighty

inselbergs that tower over the Niassa woodlands in remote

northern Mozambique to the wide open spaces of the vast
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Serengeti in Tanzania, and so many more. And slithering across

so many of these vast landscapes are wide, lazy sand rivers that

periodically provide a deluge of life-giving water to recharge

ecosystems and continue the cycle of life.

     

"This photo is a favourite of mine, not only because of the

grandeur of this river bed in Hluhluwe-iMfolozi Park, KwaZulu-

Natal, and the gentle giant ambling across it, but because of the

story behind the photo. The photographer Scott Ramsay is a true

wilderness-seeker, a man who finds peace and meaning to life in

those vast ancient landscapes that Africa is so blessed with.

     

"This photo touches my soul, and reminds me why I am so

devoted to this great place I am lucky enough to call home."

http://magazine.africageographic.com/weekly/issue-116/south-africas-wildest-places/ag-mag-gallery/image/giraffe-scott-ramsay/
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Abseiling in a secret spot on the Kaaimans River, South Africa ©Eden Adventures

Jeff Waller - web developer

"This photo from the issue The Secret Garden Route strikes a

strong chord within me to experience the hidden gems that South

Africa has to offer. Spending enough time in the hidden matrices
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of web code, it reminds me that the hidden, secret places in the

natural world are where we can truly connect to our true selves -

and that South Africa has plenty of them to offer."

https://www.porini.com/kenya/safari-tours-kenya/recommended-safaris/twiga-safari/
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A caracal in the Maasai Mara National Reserve, Kenya ©Federico Veronesi

Katherine Verhoeven - community manager

"When you typically see a caracal on safari, it is darting between

shrubbery revealing nothing more than a blur of burnt orange

before it disappears into another thicket. "
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"I love this photo because photographer Federico Veronesi has

really managed to capture this majestic creature in its stride and

shown a side of it that’s not typically seen. This gallery issue on

The Wilds of East Africa expertly showcases the powerful wildlife

that grace the region’s plains in the beauty of black and white. It

champions the evocative nature of wildlife photography by

blending light, scenery and subject to create some truly

captivating images."

http://www.federicoveronesi.com/
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Himba women in Namibia ©Matthieu Rivart

Ayo Gospodinova - digital intern

"I find this photo from the issue, Himba: Hearts of Sand, very
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inspirational. It represents strength and power, but at the same

time it brings peace and humbleness. I see wisdom and courage.

"To me this shot says: The future looks bright.; We are grateful

for the lessons we've learnt in the past and we are ready to

experience new beginnings."

https://www.porini.com/kenya/safari-tours-kenya/recommended-safaris/twiga-safari/
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Eternal enemies, lions and hyenas fight over a zebra kill in the Selous Game Reserve, Tanzania

©Robert J. Ross

Rich Pearce - content manager

"My heart did a little double-take when I first stumbled across

this image from Robert J. Ross' book, The Selous in Africa: A
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Long Way From Anywhere. The pure volatility and primal

tension of the scene seem to ooze out of the photograph in a way

that makes it highly tangible to the viewer and invites them into

the theatrics at play. The blood on the face of the snarling lion, the

intent of the hyena's savage charge, the guts of the freshly killed

zebra being spilled and devoured - this is about as raw and real a

depiction of the survival instincts of Africa's voracious meat-

eaters that I've ever seen. It is by far one of my favourite images

of its kind that I've ever come across, taken in a region of Africa

that fittingly exudes raw and wild nature."

     

"The savagery I saw at first got me thinking too. My initial shock

was at the behaviour of creatures wildly more savage than

ourselves. But just as the image speaks of unequivocal, cold-

blooded killing, it speaks of the beauty of our shared instincts for

survival too. It reminds me that all living creatures, ourselves

included, hold within them genetic blueprints that will naturally

blossom, given the occasion, in a glorious, majestic and beautiful

song of survival. That's what I see here, and it strikes within me

the primal chord of my genetic intention to defend my right to

survive."

http://magazine.africageographic.com/weekly/issue-83/selous-a-long-way-from-anywhere/
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A Himba dance in Kaokoland ©Christian Boix

Christian Boix - travel director

"On a two-week Africa Geographic Travel trip with six guests

from Brazil and Canada, we criss-crossed Namibia in search of

some its most iconic photographic highlights. This image from the
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resultant issue, Classic Namibia, is my favourite photo from our

journey to most of the hotspots in this country that offers a little

something for everyone.

 

"The image was taken during a home visit to a small Himba

homestead west of Etosha National Park in the far-famed

Kaokoland - often dubbed the Land of Contrasts. The Himba

people are pastoralist nomads that call this stark corner of

Namibia their home. As barren and lifeless as Kaokoland may

seem, the Himba not only eke out an existence, they also pay

great tribute to their home, with their undeniable beauty,

boundless hospitality, unrestrained laughter and readiness to

dance with abandon."

http://magazine.africageographic.com/weekly/issue-120/classic-namibia/
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Lions sleeping in a tree in Tanzania ©Kym and Tonya Illman

Margareta van der Walt - bookkeeper

"This classic image from the issue Africa on Safari reminds me

that in all the raw, serious, fight-or-flight, power-struggling

energy of Africa's wild animals, there's a playful element in them
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too - sometimes a very strong one!

    

"It reminds me that the playful instinct is in all of as well, to help

us to bond as a social species, so we shouldn't be afraid to have

fun with it!"

http://www.jacissabihouse.co.za/
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A lion buffet in the Serengeti National Park ©Björn Persson

Clare Townsend - community manager

"I love this image from the issue, Life and Death in the Serengeti,

for what it conveys about the wild and the world's natural

ecosystems. I feel like everything in the wilderness has a place
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and all is taken and given in moderation. That’s what makes this

image so striking to me - it distinguishes clearly the difference

between the way humans and animals live.

     

"Unlike humans, who slaughter en masse, lions only kill what

they need to survive; they would not waste their energy wiping

out whole herds. This image of a lion in repose whilst there is a

walking buffet with easy pickings due to calving season is the

perfect anecdote to humanity's greed. Nature rules!"

http://www.jacissabihouse.co.za/
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Falling in love with Muddy, the rescued kudu ©James Fox & Kerryn Chegwidden

Janine Avery - general manager

"At Africa Geographic, I am lucky enough to meet and work

alongside people whose hearts are as big as the vast African skies

- conservationists, scientists, activists, guides, rangers,

photographers, writers and above all, the colleagues that sit
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beside me every day. In this picture, a former colleague and

treasured soul, is emotionally captured caressing a kudu calf that

was rescued by the amazing team at The Ant Collection when

they were doing a game census safari. The photographer here

has brilliantly captured that tentative moment when the little

kudu seems to recognise a human's kindness. It stands out to me

over all the amazing images we’ve shared for it’s a whisper of

hope and a reminder that Africa is home to some of the greatest

people I could ever hope to meet."

http://waterberg.net/
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Baye Pigors with orphaned baboons in Zimbabwe ©Adam Jones

Adie Ceruti - Sales Lioness

"This photo from the issue, Unsung Conservation Heroes, has to

be my most favourite photo in the world! The look on the faces of

the little baboons tells such a story of them being completely at
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ease with their human 'mum'. There is so much love and caring in

their eyes."

"I have always loved this photo – so this is my pick of the year,

without a doubt!"

https://www.porini.com/kenya/safari-tours-kenya/recommended-safaris/twiga-safari/
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The 2017 Africa Geographic Photographer of the Year

Competition, brought to you by Land Rover and Canon, opened for

entries on 1 December 2016.

The grand title winner of the year's competition will walk away

with a Big Cat Photo Safari for two, provided by At Close Quarters

with flights by Airlink, as well as a Canon EOS 700D with a double

lens kit. Runner up prizes include a two night safari for two at

Africa Geographic Photographer of the Year 2017 Week 4
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Klaserie Sands River Camp or Hideaways' Elephant's Eye while

each category finalist will enjoy a case of wine provided by Rhino

Tears. The most popular entries on Facebook and Instagram will

enjoy prizes sponsored by iSimangaliso and Thule.

The following gallery showcases a selection of great images

submitted during the fourth week of the competition but it is still

early days! As you can see, we are receiving some high quality

travel, culture and wildlife images! Get your entries in now by

clicking here for more details.

 

Navigation: Click on the 'Next’ or ‘Back’ buttons above

each image to see this week's exquisite gallery.
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Mom brought lunch in the Okavango Delta, Botswana ©Barry Cain
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Enjoying the last light of the day in Chobe National Park, Botswana ©Amanda Conradie

https://www.thule.com/en/za/camera-bags-cases
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Female leopard in blue light in the Okavango Delta, Botswana ©Chris Schmid
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Lioness love at Tanda Tula in the Timbavati Game Reserve, South Africa ©Luke Street
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Spring flowers in Namaqualand, South Africa ©Neville Lance
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Rise and shine in Omo Valley, Ethiopia ©Robin Yong
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A cub finds solace in a pride member's arms ©Matthew James
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Confrontation on the plains of the Okavango Delta, Botswana ©Barry Cain
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Young and deadly in Oudtshoorn, Klein Karoo, South Africa ©Tyrone Ping
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Unimpressed in the Swartberg Mountains, Western Cape, South Africa ©Tyrone Ping
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New boy on the block at Tanda Tula in the Timbavati Game Reserve, South Africa ©Luke

Street
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Buffalo covered in mud in the Maasai Mara, Kenya ©Chris Schmid
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